
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (2) of the FSR FMG ’21- ‘22 

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioural sciences 

Date: September 13, 2022 

Location: In-person 

Present FSR ’21-’22: 

 

Alexandra Grebenyuk, Alexane Boulogne, Selena Bercea, Irem 

Kepkep,  Celine Hesse, Cesar van Rooij, Nick Robaczyński, Rachel 

Ham, Mohamed Saadettin, Daniil Vakhrameev 

Absent FSR ’21-22: Noah Pellikaan, Sam Volkers 

Minutes: Irem Ütkün 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action list  

5. Mail  

6. Updates  

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Previous council’s OV 

9. Topic 2: Trainings 

10. Topic 3: Advice to be discussed during the OV 

11. Topic 4: Questions to bring to the OWI 

12. Topic 5: Opening PVs to the public 

13. Topic 6: Policy plan 

14. Topic 7: Council photoshoot 

15. Topic 8: Advisory board 

16. Any other business 

17. Points for the CSR 

18. Points for the media 

19. Questions and closing  
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1. Opening  

Alexandra opens the meeting at 17:11. 

2. Announcements  

Noah is not present, he mandates Rachel.  

Sam is not present, he mandates Cesar. 

When council members cannot be present during the meeting, they should reply to the agenda 

on Gmail, instead of the Signal group as the messages get lost easily. 

The old chair of the CSR, Abigail Gilchrist, is being voted in as the next technical chair.  

 The council is in favour of having Abigail as the next technical chair  

3. Setting the concept minutes of PV 1 

The minutes of the PV of 5th of September are set.  

4. Action Points  

The action list is updated.  

220905-1: Celine will update the council on the hoodies. 

220905-2: Celine, Sam and Irem K. will update the council on the CoBo. 

220905-9: All council members will e-mail their respective PCs before the next meeting. 

220905-10: Mohamed will create the post before the next PV. 

5. Mail 

1. The worker’s council 

The Daily Board, CSR delegate and treasurer are expected to join. 

2. Diversity task force 

Rachel will be joining the diversity task force meeting. 

3. Lunch with the dean 

Sterre would like to know who is joining the lunch. The lunch is meant to get to know the new 

council. The following council members are joining the lunch: Rachel, Irem K., Alexandra, 

Nick, Alexane, Mohamed. 

6. Updates  

Updates delegate to the CSR 

No new updates. 

Updates worker’s council 

No new updates.  
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7. Setting the agenda  

Agenda has been set.  

8. Topic 1: Previous council’s OV  

The council has read the draft minutes of the last OV on June 30th. Based on these minutes, the 

council would like to have a follow-up on the discussed topics: 

- An update on the development of the Mental Health Academic Centre 

- An update on whether policy officers can create a separate document only stating the 

changes in the OER. 

- A list of priority topics presented by the dean 

- An update on SIGI 

- More information about the Faculty Learning Centre 

Furthermore, the council needs to update the dean on what can be improved in international 

classes, regarding integration. This will likely be discussed during the next PV meeting. 

Selena suggests to contact the old council OER file holders meet with previous file holders. 

Alexane thinks the OERs should not be brought up during the first OV as the OERs take place 

later in the year. The council agrees on this.  

9. Topic 2: Trainings 

Alexandra participated in the TAQT training, and she recommends it to the rest of the council 

as it is possible to take more trainings, which are financed by the CSR. Alexandra thinks it is 

beneficial for CVs to participate in these trainings. The council has the possibility to choose 

from the following trainings: 

- Constructive meetings with your dean 

- OER Master class 

- Teambuilding 

- Harvard negotiation 

The council opts for the Harvard Negotiation Training. Nick wonders if the trainings take place 

during weekdays or weekends. Irem K. and Alexane think having the training before the OV is 

not feasible. Moreover, the training will allow the council members to reflect on the OV and 

see what went well and what could be improved. Therefore, the training will be planned after 

the OV. A datumprikker will be sent.  

10. Topic 3: Advice to be discussed during the OV 

The council discusses what they would like to state in the advice, regarding recorded lectures. 

A list of benefits and disadvantages is being made, and this list will be shared later in the Signal 

group.  
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Rachel believes that more surveys are needed to back up the benefits of recorded lectures. Irem 

K. suggests to conduct a small research to provide statistical evidence where it becomes clear 

that attendance does not decrease per se when lectures are recorded. Alexandra also suggests to 

reach out to the teacher assistants and ask them how much work it is to record/upload lectures.  

11. Topic 4: Questions to bring to the OWI 

Alexandra and Noah are attending the OWI meeting, where they get to speak in the last 10 

minutes of the meeting. The council agrees that recorded lectures should be the main focus. 

Alexandra will send the advice to Sterre and let her know who will be there during the OWI 

meeting as well.    

12. Topic 5: Opening PVs to the public 

The FSR-FdR has announced on their Instagram that anyone can join and observe their PVs.  

The council does not wish to open the PVs straightaway, but they are open to experiment with 

it. Nick argues that this could be a way to boost democratisation, as students can witness 

meetings and feel more included. Irem K. believes it is good for transparency and giving other 

students an idea of how the council functions. Moreover, it holds the council accountable. 

Selena suggests setting ground rules. Alexane thinks it is important to emphasise that students 

cannot actively participate in the meeting, and are expected to stay silent during the meeting. If 

students have issues they would like to discuss, they can approach the council during office 

hours.  

Alexandra suggests to create a post on social media where students can sign up. Rachel believes 

it is better to select specific dates where ‘open PVs’ are hosted that students can sign up for to 

spectate. A limit will be set to prevent disruptions during the meetings as well as to prevent the 

space from getting too crowded. This topic will be further discussed after the OV. 

13. Topic 6: Policy plan 

The policy plan task force is in charge of writing an overview with the council’s goals that is 

due in December. Nick explains that the policy plan consists of themes that are the council’s 

main goals of the year, which are elaborated through a set of strategies. He continues by listing 

the goals of the previous council: mental health, student engagement & democratization, 

progressive education.  

Nick believes it is useful to continue with the theme of mental health. Irem K. explains that the 

university does offer resources, but they are very limited. As the DB discussed during the DB 

meeting, study advisors can aid students with their struggles by being more active. This could 

reduce the amount of students that require therapy. Irem K. adds that it could be better to rename 

mental health to student well-being.  
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Selena brings up the potential goal of being more present as a council, since the previous council 

was described by study associations etc. to be absent.  

Alexandra believes that the faculty lacks career orientation and that it should be something the 

council should focus on as well.  

Rachel addresses the lack of social safety, as her party received a concerning email regarding a 

trans student that received threats. Moreover, she addresses the student that was being stalked 

by a stranger, who put up posters around campus. Alexane adds the issue of sexual harassment, 

as predators are not being held accountable for their actions. Irem Ü. suggests to read the 

minutes of the OV of May 10th (under ‘Code of Honor’) to find more information on the 

previous council’s efforts.  

Finally, Rachel brings up the possibility of further ‘decolonising’ the curriculum in some 

programmes, as teachers sometimes have difficulties holding themselves and the content that 

is being taught accountable.  

14. Topic 7: Council photoshoot 

Every council member is expected to be present during the photoshoot. Depending on the 

weather and lighting, the photoshoot will be held either inside or outside. Celine will be taking 

single pictures of the council members with her camera and Cesar’s friend will take the group 

picture. The dress code is smart casual and the photoshoot will take place at the end of the 

meeting.  

15. Topic 8: Advisory board 

A few members of the previous council have requested to be put on the Advisory Board. The 

council has to let these former members know that the council is nominating them. 

16. Any other business 

No other business. 

17. Points for the CSR 

No points. 

18. Points for the Media 

No points. 

19. Questions and Closing  

No further questions. 

Alexandra closes the meeting at 19:01.  
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Action list 

220905-1: Celine will update the council on the hoodies. 

220905-2: Celine, Sam and Irem K. will update the council on the CoBo. 

220905-9: All council members will e-mail their respective PCs before the next meeting. 

220905-10: Mohamed will create the post before the next PV. 

220913-1: Alexandra responds to Sterre about the lunch. 

220913-2: Alexane creates a datumprikker for the training. 

220913-3: The council signs the petition for more inclusive accessibility. 

220913-4: The council considers the possibility of opening the PVs. 

220913-5: Vote on the advisory board. 

 

Pro Memorie 

 


